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The kinetics of thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transitions in a catanionic surfactant system
consisting of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and dodecyltriethylammonium bromide (DEAB) were
investigated by the stopped-ﬂow temperature jump technique, which can achieve T-jumps within
B2–3 ms. SDS/DEAB aqueous mixtures ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1, 10 mM) undergo microstructural
transitions from cylindrical micelles to vesicles when heated above 33 1C. Upon T-jumps from
20 1C to ﬁnal temperatures in the range of 25–31 1C, relaxation processes associated with negative
amplitudes can be ascribed to the dilution-induced structural rearrangement of cylindrical micelles
and to the dissolution of non-equilibrium mixed aggregates. In the ﬁnal temperature range of
33–43 1C the obtained dynamic traces can be ﬁtted by single exponential functions, revealing one
relaxation time (t) in the range of 82–440 s, which decreases with increasing temperature.
This may be ascribed to the transformation of ﬂoppy bilayer structures into precursor vesicles
followed by further growth into ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles via the exchange and insertion/expulsion
of surfactant monomers. In the ﬁnal temperature range of 45–55 1C, vesicles are predominant.
Here T-jump relaxations revealed a distinctly diﬀerent kinetic behavior. All dynamic traces can
only be ﬁtted with double exponential functions, yielding two relaxation times (t1 and t2),
exhibiting a considerable decrease with increasing ﬁnal temperatures. The fast process
(t1 B 5.2–28.5 s) should be assigned to the formation of non-equilibrium precursor vesicles, and
the slow process (t2 B 188–694 s) should be ascribed to their further growth into ﬁnal
equilibrium vesicles via the fusion/ﬁssion of precursor vesicles. In contrast, the reverse
vesicle-to-micelle transition process induced by a negative T-jump from elevated temperatures to
20 1C occurs quite fast and almost completes within the stopped-ﬂow dead time (B2–3 ms).

Introduction
Amphiphilic molecules possess the ability of self-assembling
into a large variety of morphologically diﬀerent aggregate
microstructures, such as spherical and rod-like micelles, vesicles,
and lamellar phases.1–4 In the past decades, considerable
attention has been devoted to theoretical and experimental
investigations of the phase behavior, equilibrium microstructures,
and morphological transitions of these aggregates.5–12 In the
context of small molecule surfactant systems, microstructural
transformation between micelles and vesicles can be induced via
the variation of surfactant concentrations, temperature, pH, and
the presence of external additives (salts, surfactants).13–24
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Thermo-induced micelle-vesicle transitions are particularly
interesting due to the non-invasiveness and facile manipulation of
temperature variations.25–34 Though vesicle-to-micelle transitions
upon heating are quite typical in some ionic surfactant
systems,33–35 the reverse process, i.e., heating-induced micelle-tovesicle transition in surfactant systems is quite rare.27,30,31
Early examples have been reported by Hoﬀmann et al.36,37
and Blume et al.38 concerning zwitterionic surfactant/cosurfactant
mixtures and lipid/ionic surfactant mixtures, respectively.
Later on, Huang et al.30,31 reported several examples of
thermo-induced sequential micelle-to-vesicle transitions in
catanionic surfactant systems. In one particular example, they
observed that the cationic–anionic surfactant system of sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/dodecyltriethylammonium bromide
(DEAB) exhibits transitions from cylindrical micelles to vesicles
upon heating above B30 1C.30 At a temperature range of
30–50 1C, the number density of the vesicles continuously
grows at the expense of the cylindrical micelles. At even higher
temperatures, vesicle aggregates can be observed. Recently,
Holyst, Hao, and coworkers32 reported that the microstructural
evolution between micelles and vesicles in salt-free catanionic
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 12545–12553
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surfactant mixtures of tetradecyltrimethylammonium hydroxide
(TTAOH) and fatty acid are mainly dependent on surfactant
concentrations.
Although the physicochemical properties and evolution of
equilibrium microstructures of these thermo-induced transitions
between micellar and vesicular phases have been wellcharacterized, much less is known concerning the kinetics of
thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition and the microstructural reorganization under variation of external conditions. It
has been well-recognized that understanding the mechanism(s)
and kinetics of micelle-to-vesicle transition and the reverse
process is not only of fundamental scientiﬁc interest, but also
plays a vital role in the context of their technological applications.
On the one hand, it provides fresh insights into their microstructural stability and oﬀers new approaches for controlling
their ﬁnal microstructures. Moreover, many vesicle systems
are not in the thermodynamic equilibrium state and exist as
long-lived metastable structures; thus, exploring the kinetic
pathways of their formation is crucial. On the other hand,
catanionic vesicles have been the subject of extensive experimental and theoretical investigations due to their long-term
stability and spontaneous formation from mixed surfactant
systems. The versatile physicochemical properties of catanionic
vesicles have allowed for several application-related studies,
such as the preparation of magnetic nanoparticles39 and
hollow spheres40 and the formation of polymer-vesicle gels
and networks.41 Furthermore, they have been employed for
the encapsulation of probe molecules42 and pharmaceutical
drugs,43 or as gene delivery nanocarriers.44 It is worth noting
that the stability, and formation/breakdown kinetics of
catanionic vesicles are directly correlated with their functional
applications.
Previously, vesicle formation kinetics of catanionic systems
consisting of sodium octyl sulfate (SOS)/cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB), SDS/dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(DTAB), or lecithin/bile salt mixtures were investigated by the
stopped-ﬂow technique in combination with time-resolved
laser light scattering (LLS) measurements.12,45 It has been
tentatively proposed that the vesicle formation process consists
of a series of events: the fastest is associated with the formation
of non-equilibrium mixed aggregates, the following two
relaxation steps are the formation of loose or ‘‘ﬂoppy’’ bilayer
structures through the rearrangement of non-equilibrium
mixed aggregates and the formation of vesicle precursors,
and the rate-determining step is attributed to the formation
of ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles. Most recent developments in
elucidating the vesicle formation kinetics have come from
instrumental progress, and the combination of small angle
neutron scattering (SANS) or small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) with the stopped-ﬂow technique allows the accurate
probing of microstructural evolution processes, especially at
the early stage of vesicle formation. In this context, Gradzielski
et al. and Narayanan et al.46 investigated the kinetics of
micelles-to-vesicle transitions upon stopped-ﬂow equimolar
mixing of anionic surfactants with cationic or zwitterionic
surfactants detected by SAXS. They proposed that the vesicle
formation is a complex multistep process: starting with the
quick formation of non-equilibrium mixed globular micelles
and the subsequent dissolution with a time constant of 0.5–1 s;
12546
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after or accompanied with the micelle dissolution process,
bilayers then quickly form and slowly transform into unilamellar
vesicles; the subsequent process is the growth of vesicles into
larger and more monodisperse ones.
Another important issue in understanding the vesicle
formation kinetics is to elucidate the underlying mechanisms
and pathways. The aggregation dynamics of small molecule
surfactant near the association equilibrium can be relatively
well described by the Aniansson and Wall (A–W) theory with
an important assumption that all changes are due to an
elementary process of insertion/expulsion of individual
chains (‘unimers’) into/out of the micelle.47,48 Kahlweit and
coworkers49,50 later proposed that at higher surfactant
concentrations, micelle fusion/ﬁssion process is favored instead
of the unimer insertion/expulsion pathway. Experimental
studies in this aspect revealed that both mechanisms might
take eﬀect during the vesicle formation process, which is
dependent on speciﬁc systems.
To the best of our knowledge, the kinetics of thermoinduced micelle-to-vesicle transition has never been investigated
in literature reports possibly due to the following two reasons:
(1) the lack of appropriate surfactant systems; (2) the lack
of suitable instrumental techniques. Existing techniques of
temperature jump are typically induced by laser ﬂash or
electric discharge, and the temperature elevation can be only
maintained up to 10–100 ms, which is surely not long enough
for the monitoring of vesicle formation kinetics.51 Recent
technical progress has allowed the design of stopped-ﬂow
devices coupled with the millisecond temperature jump (mT-jump)
accessory. Thus, temperature jumps can be conveniently
achieved with a typical dead time of 2–3 ms. Most importantly,
the measurement time windows can be extended up to several
hours.52 Herein, we report the ﬁrst kinetic investigation of
thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition and the reverse
process of SDS/DEAB catanionic surfactant system by employing
stopped-ﬂow T-jump coupled with light scattering detectors.
By controlling the ﬁnal temperatures, the transformation
kinetics from cylindrical micelles to the micelle/vesicle
coexisting phase and to the pure vesicular phase has been
probed. In combination with the experimental results, we
proposed that the thermo-induced vesicle formation pathway
strongly depends on the ﬁnal temperatures. The thermoinduced vesicle-to-micelle transition kinetics and relevant
mechanisms were also explored.

Experimental section
Materials
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (analytical grade, Shanghai
Chemical Reagent Co.) was recrystallized from anhydrous
ethanol. Dodecyltriethylammonium bromide (DEAB) was
synthesized from dodecyl bromide and triethylamine, and
the crude product was recrystallized three times from
acetone/ethanol mixtures.30 Stock solutions of SDS/DEAB
mixtures were prepared in deionized water. For stopped-ﬂow
studies, all solutions prior to mixing were ﬁltered through
0.45 mm nitrocellulose ﬁlters (Acrodisc) to remove dusts.
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surfactant mixture ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1, 30 mM) at varying
initial temperatures (38–50 1C) by 1 : 2 v/v mixing with cold
water (10–22 1C) to target a ﬁnal temperature of 20 1C and a
ﬁnal concentration of 10 mM.

Results and discussion
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Temperature-dependent optical transmittance measurements

Fig. 1 Temperature-dependent optical transmittance at a wavelength
of 600 nm recorded for SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture at [SDS]/
[DEAB] = 2 : 1 and a total surfactant concentration of 10 mM.

Transmittance measurements
The optical transmittance of the aqueous solution at a wavelength of 600 nm was acquired on a Unico UV/vis 2802PCS
spectrophotometer equipped with a thermostatically controlled
cuvette.
Stopped-ﬂow temperature jump with light-scattering detection
Stopped-ﬂow studies were carried out using a Bio-Logic
SFM300/S stopped-ﬂow instrument. It is equipped with three
10 mL step-motor-driven syringes (S1, S2, and S3), which can
be operated independently to carry out single- or doublemixing. The stopped-ﬂow device is attached to a MOS-250
spectrometer; kinetic data are ﬁtted using the Biokine program
provided by Bio-Logic. For the light scattering detection at a
scattering angle of 901, both the excitation and emission
wavelengths were adjusted to 335 nm with 10 nm slits. Using
FC-08 or FC-15 ﬂow cells, typical dead times are 1.1 ms and
2.6 ms, respectively. All kinetic traces were averaged from at
least ﬁve consecutive T-jump kinetic measurements.
The millisecond temperature jump (mT-jump) accessory is
equipped with a standard Bio-Logic stopped-ﬂow observation
cell, which achieves temperature changes by mixing two solutions
of diﬀerent initial temperatures (T1 and T2), and the ﬁnal
temperature of the mixture (Tﬁnal) is determined by the initial
temperature (T1 and T2) and the mixing ratio. Three thermoelectric Peltier elements are used to control the initial
temperatures of the two solutions and that of the observation
cell after mixing. The temperature of the mixed solution was
calibrated to be the same as the observation cell (Peltier
controlled) with the aid of a thermosensitive ﬂuorescent dye,
N-acetyl-L-tryptophanamide (NATA). The precision of the
temperature jump is within 0.1 1C, and the temperature
stability in the observation cell after the temperature jump is
o1% in 30 s. For the experimental setup in this work, the
T-jump of the SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture ([SDS]/[DEAB]
= 2/1, 20 mM) from low to high temperatures (to induce
micelle-to-vesicle transition) at an initial temperature of 20 1C
(T1) was achieved by 1 : 1 v/v mixing with water at diﬀerent
temperatures (T2, 20–90 1C) to target for varying ﬁnal
temperatures (Tﬁnal, 20–55 1C) and a ﬁnal concentration of
10 mM. On the other hand, the vesicle-to-micelle transition was
induced by T-jump from high to low temperatures for the
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Previously, Huang et al.30 systematically investigated thermoinduced micelle-to-vesicle transitions in SDS/DEAB catanionic
surfactant systems by employing a combination of dynamic
LLS, freeze fracture electron microscopy (FF-EM), and rheological measurements. At 20 1C, they observed that cylindrical
micelles are the major aggregates coexisting with a few small
spherical vesicles, and the intensity-average hydrodynamic
radius, hRhi, is B25 nm. As the temperature increased to
B30 1C, more vesicles are observed (hRhi B 100 nm). Further
temperature increase is associated with an increase in the
number density of vesicles at the expense of cylindrical
micelles. At B40 1C, vesicles are the dominating aggregates,
whereas at 50 1C, cylindrical micelles almost completely
disappear and a few vesicle aggregates also form. They ascribed
the observed thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition to the
weakened hydration of surfactant head groups at elevated
temperatures.
We measured the temperature dependence of optical transmittance at a wavelength of 600 nm for SDS/DEAB aqueous
mixtures at [SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1 and a total surfactant
concentration of 10 mM (Fig. 1). In reasonable agreement
with the results reported by Huang et al.,30 we found that
heating the aqueous mixture from 15 1C to 33 1C leads to
almost no changes in optical transmittance, apparently indicating
the lack of any major morphological transformations. Above
33 1C, the optical transmittance abruptly decreases to B70%
at 60 1C, which stabilizes out at even higher temperatures. As
reported by Huang et al.,30 this can be ascribed to the micelleto-vesicle transition. Higher temperatures are advantageous to
the formation of vesicles with larger number densities. At a
temperature range of 15–75 1C, no macroscopic phase separation
can be observed. Fig. 1 also shows temperature-dependent
changes of optical transmittance in the cooling cycle, indicating
that the micelle-to-vesicle transition is quite reversible in
nature.
Kinetics of thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition: T-jump
from 20 8C to ﬁnal temperatures in the range of 25–31 8C
Fig. 2 depicts time-dependent scattered light intensities recorded
for an SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1)
upon a stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to ﬁnal
temperatures in the range of 25–31 1C. All dynamic traces
exhibit an initial decrease and then stabilize out. We can
apparently observe that the higher the ﬁnal temperatures,
the slower the kinetic processes. Note that for stopped-ﬂow
experiments, the observed kinetics upon T-jump should be
ascribed to dynamic processes occurring for the surfactant
mixture at 10 mM (ﬁnal concentration after stopped-ﬂow 1 : 1
v/v mixing) as the uniform physical mixing process (associated
with dilution) completes within a millisecond. We also plotted
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 12545–12553
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Fig. 2 Time dependence of scattered light intensities recorded for
SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1) upon stoppedﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal temperatures in the
range of 25–31 1C. All temperature jump experiments involve 1 : 1 v/v
dilution. Also shown (grey line) is the dynamic trace obtained upon
stopped-ﬂow 1 : 1 v/v dilution at 20 1C. The ﬁnal total surfactant
concentration is 10 mM.

the dynamic trace recorded upon stopped-ﬂow 1 : 1 v/v dilution of
the aqueous mixture at 20 1C, which shows an initial quick
decrease and stabilizes out after B3–4 s. At 20 1C, cylindrical
micelles are the major form of aggregates for SDS/DEAB
aqueous mixtures with the total concentration being 10 or 20 mM.
Thus, the initial decrease of scattered intensities occurring at
20 1C (i.e., no T-jump) can be ascribed to the dilution eﬀect
associated with changes in micellar sizes and the size distributions
of cylindrical micelles upon dilution. Previously, we investigated
the kinetics of dilution-induced disintegration of worm-like
micelles consisting of sodium 4-(8-methacryloyloxyoctyl)oxybenzene sulfonate (MOBS) and p-toluidine hydrochloride
(PTHC).53,54 Initial decrease of scattering intensities upon
stopped-ﬂow dilution is also observed at ﬁnal concentrations
much higher than the critical aggregation concentrations
(CACs).
Although the relaxation process at other ﬁnal temperatures
associated with negative amplitudes are similar to that occurring
at 20 1C, the values of the initial and ﬁnal equilibrium
scattering intensities apparently increase with the ﬁnal
temperatures. The larger scattering intensity at higher ﬁnal
temperatures should be ascribed to the slight increase,
although very low, of the number density of spherical vesicles,
as suggested by Huang and coworkers30,31 through dynamic
LLS and rheology measurements. The more prominent
growth of the initial scattering intensity (i.e., B2–3 ms after
stopped-ﬂow mixing) at higher ﬁnal temperatures implies that
more kinetic events might have occurred in addition to the
dilution eﬀects. The initial fast process (which completes
within the stopped-ﬂow dead time, B2–3 ms) associated with
the increase in light scattering intensity occurs although we
only observed relaxation processes with negative amplitudes.
In combination with the results reported by Hatton et al.,45 we
tentatively ascribe the initial fast process to the formation of
non-equilibrium mixed aggregates, whereas the subsequent
decrease in scattering light intensity can be attributed to the
dissolution/structural rearrangement of non-equilibrium
aggregate structures due to their poor structural stability. This
is reasonable considering that within the investigated ﬁnal
12548
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temperature range (25–31 1C), cylindrical micelles are the
predominant form. We thus established that dynamic traces
are a combination of the results of the dilution eﬀects and the
initial formation of non-equilibrium mixed aggregates, and
their subsequent structural rearrangement.
All the dynamic traces in Fig. 2 can be ﬁtted with single
exponential functions. The ﬁnal temperature dependence of
relaxation times is plotted in Fig. 3, which is in the range of
B1.2–2.8 s. We can clearly observe an increase in relaxation
times with increasing ﬁnal temperatures. At elevated temperatures,
the higher structural stability of the initially formed
non-equilibrium mixed aggregates might lead to longer time
scales required for aggregate disintegration and structural
rearrangement.
T-jump from 20 8C to ﬁnal temperatures in the range of
33–43 8C
Upon a stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to ﬁnal
temperatures in the range of 33–43 1C, the time dependence of
scattered light intensity recorded for SDS/DEAB aqueous
mixture is shown in Fig. 4a. Closer examination of the
dynamic trace recorded upon T-jump from 20 1C to 33 1C
(Fig. 4b) reveals that the scattered light intensity shows an
abrupt decrease within the ﬁrst B20 s, and then gradually
increases with time even after B3000 s. As discussed in the
previous section, the initial decrease in scattered light intensity
should be mainly ascribed to the disintegration of quickly
formed non-equilibrium mixed aggregates. Since vesicles starts
to appear at ﬁnal temperatures Z 33 1C, it is quite expected
that the observed increase in scattered light intensity at later
stages should be attributed to the formation of ﬂoppy bilayer
structures, the subsequent closure into precursor vesicles, and
then the vesicle growth.
At these ﬁnal temperatures, only one relaxation process
associated with positive amplitude can be typically observed,
and we do not observe any relaxation process associated with
negative amplitude. It can be inferred from previous examples
that during vesicle formation, the formation of intermediate
states (e.g., ﬂoppy bilayer structures) is a very fast process
(within B1 s).46,55 The observed time-dependence of scattered
light intensity is drastically diﬀerent compared to that at a
ﬁnal temperature of 33 1C, which exhibits dramatic and abrupt

Fig. 3 Final temperature dependence of relaxation times obtained
from the single exponential ﬁtting of stopped-ﬂow dynamic traces
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4 (a) Time dependence of scattered light intensities obtained for
SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1) upon stoppedﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal temperatures in the
range of 33–43 1C. (b) Dynamic curve obtained upon stopped-ﬂow
temperature jump from 20 to 33 1C with extended time windows
(0–3000 s). All temperature jump experiments involve 1 : 1 v/v dilution.
The ﬁnal total surfactant concentration is 10 mM.

changes in scattered light intensity. Moreover, the ﬁnal scattered
intensities increase with ﬁnal temperatures, suggesting an
increase in the number density of the aggregates (cylindrical
micelles and vesicles). It should be noted that at a ﬁnal
temperature range of 33–43 1C, vesicles are not the dominating
morphology and most of the aggregates exist in the form of
cylindrical micelles.
The time dependence of scattered light intensity It can be
converted to a normalized function, namely, (IN  It)/IN
versus t, where IN is the value of It at an inﬁnitely long time.
All dynamic traces at the ﬁnal temperature range of 35–43 1C
in Fig. 4a can be ﬁtted with a single exponential function:
(IN  It)/IN = cet/t

(1)

where c is the normalized amplitude, t is the relaxation time
associated with a speciﬁc kinetic process. Fig. 5a shows a
typical ﬁt of the dynamic trace upon stopped-ﬂow T-jump
from 20 1C to 37 1C, resulting in a relaxation time, t, of 315 s.
The quality of the ﬁt is assessed from the reduced w2 error
values, which is deﬁned by
w2 ¼

n
1X
ðxi  xi Þ2
N i¼1

where N, xi, and x% i are the number of data points, and values
of the experimental data and ﬁtting data, respectively. For a
temperature jump from 20 1C to 37 1C, the w2 error value for
the single-exponential ﬁtting is 0.49, and a double-exponential
This journal is
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Fig. 5 (a) Typical time dependence of scattered light intensity of
SDS/DEAB mixed aqueous solution recorded upon stopped-ﬂow
temperature jump from 20 to 37 1C. Also shown is the single
exponential ﬁtting curve. (b) Single exponential ﬁtting results of
dynamic traces shown in Fig. 4a.

ﬁtting was also tested. The ﬁtting was not signiﬁcantly improved
via the introduction of the second exponential expression as w2
decreased only by 15%. The single exponential ﬁtting results
of dynamic traces recorded at ﬁnal temperatures in the range
of 35–43 1C are plotted in Fig. 5b. Apparently, the formation
of ﬁnal vesicles is much faster at higher ﬁnal temperatures. The
obtained relaxation times vary in the range of 82–440 s, which
decrease dramatically with increasing temperatures.
T-jump from 20 8C to ﬁnal temperatures in the range of
45–55 8C
Upon jumping from 20 1C to ﬁnal temperatures in the range of
45–55 1C, relaxation processes with quite large positive
amplitudes are observed. Fig. 6 shows the time dependence
of scattered light intensity obtained for SDS/DEAB aqueous
mixture upon stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to
the ﬁnal temperature range of 45–55 1C. It seems that the ﬁnal
scattered light intensities remain nearly constant upon further
heating. Fig. 7 shows the ﬁnal temperature dependence
of the scattered light intensity recorded upon a stopped-ﬂow
temperature jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal temperatures in
the range of 33–55 1C. The ﬁnal scattered light intensity
continuously increases up to 45 1C and then stabilizes out.
Above 45 1C, cylindrical micelles completely transform into
vesicles, which is the dominant morphology.
It is worth noting that in Fig. 7, the ﬁnal scattering intensity
upon T-jump remains almost constant above B45 1C, whereas
in Fig. 1 the optical transmittance is still decreasing above
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 12545–12553
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(Fig. 8b, eqn (2)), resulting in a prominent improvement of
w2 of 0.61:
(IN  It)/IN = c1et/t1

+ c et/t2
2

(2)

where c1 and c2 are the normalized amplitudes (c2 = 1  c1),
t1 and t2 are the relaxation times for two processes, t1 o t2.
The mean relaxation time for the overall micelle formation, tf,
can be calculated as
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tf = c1t1 + c2t2
Fig. 6 Time dependence of scattered light intensities obtained for
SDS/DEAB mixed aqueous solutions ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1) upon a
stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal temperatures
in the range of 45–55 1C. All temperature jump experiments involve
1 : 1 v/v dilution. The ﬁnal total surfactant concentration is 10 mM.

(3)

Both processes associated with t1 and t2 possess positive
amplitudes. For a stopped-ﬂow temperature jump experiment
from 20 1C to 55 1C, t1 and t2 are approximately 5.2 s and
188 s, respectively. The calculated tf based on eqn (3) is B73 s.
The ﬁtting results are summarized in Table S1 in the ESI.w
Fig. 9 shows the double exponential ﬁtting results of
dynamic traces in Fig. 6. The relaxation time, t1, is in the
range of 5.2–28.5 s, and decreases with increasing temperatures;
t2 ranges from 188 to 694 s, and also decreases with increasing
temperatures. The calculated tf based on eqn (3) is in the range
of 73–162 s. We can apparently judge that the higher the ﬁnal
temperatures, the faster the growth rate of the aggregates.
On the other hand, the amplitudes associated with the two
processes, c1 and c2, exhibit distinctly diﬀerent ﬁnal temperature
dependences, with the former (c1, 0.58–0.88) decreasing with
increasing temperatures, and the latter c2 (0.12–0.42) increasing
with an increase in the ﬁnal temperatures.

Fig. 7 Final temperature dependence of scattered light intensities for
SDS/DEAB mixed aqueous solutions ([SDS]/[DEAB] = 2/1) recorded
1500 s after a stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to varying
ﬁnal temperatures in the range of 33–55 1C. The ﬁnal total surfactant
concentration is 10 mM.

45 1C. As for the observed apparent discrepancy, we tentatively
interpret it as follows: (1) all kinetic data shown in Fig. 7
results from a T-jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal temperatures
(45–55 1C), the fast T-jump (within a millisecond) results in
diﬀerent kinetic pathways towards the formation of vesicles as
compared to the slow heating rate; whereas in Fig. 1, the
temperature is gradually increasing and at every temperature
point B20 min is required for the thermal equilibration. Thus,
the diﬀerent thermal history during the micelle-to-vesicle
transition should contribute to the observed discrepancy in
ﬁnal scattering intensities; (2) for the kinetic data shown in
Fig. 6, the measuring time window is 0–1500 s; note that the
scattering intensity is still further increasing at extended time
periods during the process forming ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles,
and sometimes, this process might take a few days or weeks.
Single- and double-exponential ﬁtting results of dynamic
traces upon stopped-ﬂow T-jump from 20 1C to 55 1C are
shown in Fig. 8. It is found that the single exponential function
cannot ﬁt the relaxation curve very well (Fig. 8a), especially
for the ﬁrst 10 s; the associated w2 error is B17.6. However, the
dynamic trace can be ﬁtted by a double exponential function
12550
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Fig. 8 (a) Single and (b) double exponential ﬁtting results of the
dynamic trace recorded for SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture ([SDS]/
[DEAB] = 2/1) upon stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 to
55 1C. The ﬁnal total surfactant concentration is 10 mM.
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Fig. 9 Double exponential ﬁtting results of dynamic traces obtained
upon stopped-ﬂow temperature jump from 20 1C to varying ﬁnal
temperatures in the range of 45–55 1C. The experimental conditions
are the same as those described in Fig. 6.

Thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition mechanisms
The thermo-induced morphological transformation between
micelles and vesicles in SDS/DEAB mixed surfactant solutions
can be explained by the well-known theory of the packing
parameter p, proposed by Mitchell et al. and Israelachvili
et al.:56 0 r p r 1/3 for spherical micelles, 1/3 r p r 1/2 for
cylindrical micelles, and 1/2 r p r 1 for bilayer structures
(p is deﬁned as v/a0lc, where v is the surfactant tail volume, lc is
the tail length, and a0 is the equilibrium area per molecule at
the aggregate surface). With the increase of temperatures, it is
expected that the hydration of surfactant ionic head groups are
progressively weakened, hence, the surface area of the micelle per
surfactant ion occupied (a0) is reduced. Correspondingly,
an increase in the packing parameter p then leads to the
formation of larger aggregates such as cylindrical micelles
and vesicles.
Recent theoretical considerations and experimental results
concerning the vesicle formation kinetics have established that
the micelle-to-vesicle transition typically involves a series of
kinetic steps: rapid formation of non-equilibrium mixed
aggregates and ﬂoppy bilayer intermediates, growth of disk-like
micelles and their enclosure into vesicle precursors, and the
formation of ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles.9,11,17,20,23,45,46,55,57,58
Based on the experimental results presented in Fig. 2–9, we
can judge that the kinetic process of micelle-to-vesicle transition in
the SDS/DEAB system is highly temperature dependent. At
ﬁnal temperatures below 31 1C, cylindrical micelles are the
dominant morphology and the observed kinetics should
be ascribed to the structural rearrangement of cylindrical
micelles. At ﬁnal temperatures higher than 31 1C, vesicles start
to form. As kinetic events such as the formation of nonequilibrium mixed aggregates and ﬂoppy bilayer intermediate
structures occur very fast, we can only observe kinetic events
at later stages such as the formation of precursor vesicles and
This journal is
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ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles. Our experimental results indicate
that upon T-jump from 20 1C to ﬁnal temperatures in the
range of 35–55 1C, the vesicle formation kinetics follow
diﬀerent pathways.
According to theoretical considerations concerning the
micellization dynamics of small molecule surfactants, as
proposed by Aniansson et al.47,48,59 and Kahlweit et al.,49,50
two mechanisms might be involved in the process of vesicle
formation.60,61 The ﬁrst one is the gradual addition and
exchange of surfactant unimers into/between existing aggregates,
and the second mechanism is fusion/ﬁssion of small aggregates
into ﬁnal vesicular structures. The ﬁtting results of dynamic
traces obtained at diﬀerent ﬁnal temperatures can be employed
to diﬀerentiate between the two possible underlying mechanisms.
Upon T-jump from 20 1C to the ﬁnal temperature range of
35–43 1C, single-exponential function can ﬁt the relaxation
curves. The obtained relaxation time (t) can be assigned to the
transition from ﬂoppy bilayer structures into precursor vesicles,
accompanied with their further growth into ﬁnal equilibrium
vesicles. Considering the relatively low number density of
precursor vesicles, we speculate that the formation of ﬁnal
equilibrium vesicles mainly proceeds via the exchange and
insertion/expulsion of surfactant monomers.47,48,60–63
A closer examination of kinetic traces shown in Fig. 6 can
reveal that all kinetic traces recorded upon T-jump from 20 1C
to the ﬁnal temperature range of 45–55 1C apparently exhibit
two-stage characteristics, i.e., the initial fast increase in scattering
intensity followed by the subsequent much slower process. All
relaxation curves can be ﬁtted with double-exponential
functions. This is drastically diﬀerent to those occurring at
lower ﬁnal temperatures (35–43 1C). We ascribe the fast
process (t1 B 5.2–28.5 s) to the formation of non-equilibrium
precursor vesicles, and the slow process (t2 B 188–694 s) to
their further growth into ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles. Both
relaxation times, t1 and t2, exhibit a considerable decrease
with an increase of ﬁnal temperatures (Fig. 9). As for the
relaxation process associated with t1, we further plotted the
temperature-dependence of t and t1 at a ﬁnal temperature
range of 35–55 1C (Fig. S1w). To our surprise, all the data
points constitute into a smooth transition curve, which
continuously decreases with increasing ﬁnal temperatures.
This further supports the theory that the kinetic process
associated with t1 in the range of 45–55 1C is of similar origin
to that associated with t in the ﬁnal temperature range of
35–43 1C.
In general, the slow relaxation process (t2), the ratedetermining step, can occur via the vesicle fusion/ﬁssion
mechanism or unimer insertion/expulsion mechanism. In the
ﬁnal temperature range of 45–55 1C, all cylindrical micelles
transform into vesicles, accompanied with a considerable
increase in the number density of vesicles and the formation
of vesicle aggregates. Thus, we propose that the slow process
(t2) should proceed via vesicle fusion/ﬁssion.49,50,60,61,64–66
This is in agreement with the fact reported by Huang
et al.,30 who revealed that above 50 1C they can clearly observe
the presence of vesicle aggregates with dimensions in the
range of 200–300 nm. More intriguingly, we found that the
amplitudes, c1 and c2 (associated with t1 and t2), exhibit
diﬀerent temperature dependences, with the former decreasing
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 12545–12553
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and the latter increasing with ﬁnal temperatures. The above
analysis indicates that the vesicle formation pathways are
highly dependant on the ﬁnal temperatures. Below and above
the critical temperature of 45 1C, the vesicle growth transforms
from the unimer insertion/expulsion mechanism to the fusion/
ﬁssion mechanism. Theoretically, the detailed vesicle growth
mechanism can be diﬀerentiated via the concentration
dependences of associated relaxation times,53,54,67–70 however,
in the current case, the critical micelle-to-vesicle transition
temperature varies dramatically with the total surfactant
concentrations.
Kinetics of thermo-induced vesicle-to-micelle transition
The temperature dependent optical transmittance measurements
shown in Fig. 1 suggest that upon cooling, the SDS/DEAB
aqueous mixture exhibits the reverse vesicle-to-micelle transition.
We further employed the stopped-ﬂow T-jump technique to
investigate the associated kinetic processes. It should be noted
that the samples for the investigation of vesicle-to-micelle
transition kinetics were subjected to B15 days storage prior
to the measurements, allowing them to reach the ﬁnal equilibrium.
Fig. 10 shows the time dependence of scattered light intensities
recorded for the SDS/DEAB aqueous mixture upon stoppedﬂow T-jump from varying initial temperatures (50 1C, 45 1C,
and 38 1C) to 20 1C. All kinetic studies are associated with 1/2
v/v dilutions with the ﬁnal total surfactant concentration being
10 mM. The grey line is a dynamic trace obtained upon a
stopped-ﬂow 1 : 2 v/v dilution at 50 1C, which exhibits an
almost straight line. This indicates that no apparent microstructural changes can be discerned with the stopped-ﬂow
technique within the 1/2 v/v dilution process.
Upon a temperature jump from 50, 45, 38 1C to 20 1C,
again, almost straight lines with much lower scattered intensities
compared to that at 50 1C are observed. These results reveal
that the reverse vesicle-to-micelle transition process is extremely
rapid, and that most of the kinetic events complete within the
stopped-ﬂow dead time (a few milliseconds). However, a closer

examination of the dynamic traces (see inset in Fig. 10) still
reveals the decrease of scattered light intensities, though quite
small, within the time window of 0–800 s. The observed
decrease in scattered intensity should be ascribed to the later
stage during the process of thermo-induced transition from
vesicles to cylindrical micelles. Within the stopped-ﬂow dead
time, all vesicles quickly disintegrate into small aggregates,
and the subsequent slow process with relaxation time in
the order of a few hundred seconds is associated with the
structural rearrangement of small aggregates into cylindrical
micelles.

Conclusions
The stopped-ﬂow temperature jump technique was applied to
probe the kinetics of thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle and
vesicle-to-micelle transitions in the SDS/DEAB catanionic
surfactant system. The obtained temporal variations in
scattered light intensities during microstructural changes were
employed to elucidate the underlying transition mechanism.
We conclude that kinetic sequences associated with the
thermo-induced micelle-to-vesicle transition are highly dependant
on the ﬁnal temperatures. If the ﬁnal temperature is in the
range of 33–43 1C, the obtained dynamic traces can be ﬁtted
by single exponential functions, and the obtained relaxation
times (t) decrease with an increase in the ﬁnal temperatures.
We tentatively ascribe this process to the transformation of
ﬂoppy bilayer structures (which quickly form upon T-jumps)
into precursor vesicles, accompanied with their further growth
into ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles. Considering the relatively low
number density of precursor vesicles, the vesicle growth
process should mainly proceed via the exchange and
insertion/expulsion of surfactant monomers. In the ﬁnal
temperature range of 45–55 1C, vesicles are the predominant
morphology. All dynamic traces can only be ﬁtted with double
exponential functions, yielding two relaxation times (t1 and
t2), which again exhibit a considerable decrease with an
increase of the ﬁnal temperatures. The fast process should be
attributed to the formation of non-equilibrium precursor
vesicles, and the slow process is associated with their further
growth into ﬁnal equilibrium vesicles via the fusion/ﬁssion
mechanism. On the other hand, the reverse vesicle-to-micelle
transition process induced by stopped-ﬂow T-jump from
elevated temperatures to 20 1C occurs quite fast and most of
the kinetic events complete within the stopped-ﬂow dead time
(B2–3 ms). We can only discern a slow relaxation process
(with the relaxation time on the order of a few hundred
seconds) at the later stage of thermo-induced vesicle-to-micelle
transition.
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